Hamilton Sorter Custom
Capabilities
Comprehensive
Breast Care
Institute,
Bucks County
Pennsylvania

The dramatically curved
Reception Desk reflects
the Institute’s quality of
care in the richness of
book matched cherry
veneer and solid surfacing transaction counters.
Hamilton used modular
construction for costeffectiveness and easy
on-site assembly.

Exam Room wall cabinetry features angled
tops, to ensure visibility
and access to cleaning
staff.

ike Todd, Hamilton Sorter’s local representative was challenged
by Nashville Office Interiors, a Haworth dealer, to develop a millwork proposal for their Comprehensive Breast Care Institute
project in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Compatibility with the project’s
specified modular wall system was critical, but equally important was the
ability to meet the detailed design and specification requirements of project developer Diversified Specialty Institute of Nashville, and their architect Jorge Soudy.
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Hamilton Sorter’s millwork solutions interface with any modular wall system and Mike was able to demonstrate Hamilton’s custom capabilities
and precision casework construction with walk-throughs of a number of
completed projects in Atlanta, Georgia. After those appraisals, he was
told that “if Hamilton can meet the budget, the project was his”.
Hamilton carefully reviewed and calibrated the requirements which
encompassed a wide range of materials and components, including
book matched sequenced cherry veneer and solid surfacing for the
reception desk, eye wash stations and nurses stations with sinks and
splash guards. Hamilton’s proposal came in well under budget!

Cherry veneer and solid
surfacing counters
reflect the Institute’s
design themes, while the
registration areas provide patient privacy.

(right) The Nurses
Station features a wide
range of cabinetry
options to meet the facility’s specific storage and
functional requirements,
including an emergency
eye wash station.

Clear splash guards are
set into the solid sufacing counter and enclose
the stainless steel sink.

Rick Peppers of Nashville Office Interiors pointed out some of the capabilities that made Hamilton a valuable resource for this client: “They’re less
expensive than conventional millwork and they are able to perform on
large installations around the country.”
With the project underway, Hamilton was also able to create standard
casework components for design consistency and cost control on future
projects for DSI. Hamilton’s Custom Capabilities provide the quality
advantages of computer controlled manufacturing with the flexibility to
execute design and material requirements for the most complex projects.

Modular Caseworks Solutions
You can learn more about Hamilton Sorter's Custom Capabilities at: www.hamiltonsorter.com
To speak to one of our customer service representatives, call: (800) 503 9966
Hamilton Sorter Co., Inc., 3158 Production Drive, Fairfield OH 45014

